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Reproducibility at scale: what kind?

Performance reproducibility: minimal run-to-run variation across multiple runs of the same application using a consistent set of configurations

Result reproducibility: the statistical reproducibility of results within certain error bounds

Can the FAIR-ification of digital objects help?
What should be made available for SW, data, and workflows to become FAIR?

Computing environments, submission scripts, libraries and their version number
Metadata: scientific metadata, performance counters, instrumentation choices, instrument metadata

Metadata exist and is captured in various non-interoperable data formats, schemas, and services
data services, containers
machine learning platforms and their versions: Tensorflow, pytorch, etc.

Metadata standards: WFCommons

Automatic capture of provenance:
metadata and their relationship to data
SW dependencies
versioning

Persistent Identifiers: many schemes e.g. ARK, DOI, minIDs, easyIDs, etc.
(1) identify and capture the rich information necessary for reproducing hybrid workflows at scale: fuse, organize, store, index
(2) make the captured information FAIR to enable key workflow reproducibility tasks: re-runs, re-use workflows, data
(3) use the (meta)data to isolate where one workflow’s execution deviated relative to another
(4) design reproducibility metrics for scientific and performance results
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